
9 SERIES REACH TRUCK
Electric 1.3 to 2.5ton capacity-Standing type

BR13S-9 / BR15S-9 / BR18S-9

BR20S-9 / BR25S-9



Building Your 
Tomorrow Today

The new 9 Series of electric reach truck is 
the best partner for your business providing 
outstanding productivity and convenience with 
the superior features of Doosan.

It enables smooth and precise control by 
optimizing the mast operating and driving 
control.

The specially designed ergonomic operator 
compartment increase operator’s convenience.
Improved visibility design offers more 
comfortable and safe work.

Thanks to differentiated feature of Doosan, 
new 9 Series truck exceeds the highest 
demands for safe operation.

The latest AC control system, proven in 
various applications for many years, ensures 
power, performance and reliability.

Each parameter is fully adjustable to perfectly 
match customer’s requirement, providing 
maximum control and satisfaction.

Above all, the mast operating is 
smooth, precise and responsive. 
Especially heavy load handling is 
more safe and comfortable.

Smart control
- Optimized mast operating control

- Cushioning for mast lifting/lowering

- Smooth & responsive driving

“

”
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With the various features designed 
for operator, productivity has 
increased and fatigue has 
decreased.

Convenience
- Spacious operator compartment 

- Outstanding visibility

- Ergonomic control lever and armrest design

“

”

Doosan’s service support is always 
more than we expected

Service
- Doosan service network coverage

- Quick service response

- Design for easy maintenance

“

”

Doosan’s distinctive options 
ensures durability in a tough 
application.

Differentiated options
- Highly durable ZF Transfer

- Extremely wear resistant Vulkollan tire

- IP43 rated enclosed motor

“

”
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The New Doosan 9 Series electric reach truck with optimized mast 
operating sensitivity.
Doosan combines the best control and driver convenience with differentiated features to 
achieve customer satisfaction providing the highest productivity and convenience in various 
applications

EXCELLENT OPERATOR CONVENIENCE
·  Spacious operator compartment and dashboard

·  Low step height and grab bar for easy ride

·  Ergonomic control levers and armrest

·  Display with good visibility

·  Outstanding front / top visibility

·  Dual battery connector

·   Convenience devices 

 (Power socket, USB port, Cup holder, Clip board)

·  Adjustable backrest

·  Electric emergency switch

OPTIMIZED TRUCK CONTROL
·  Responsive and precise control valve

·  Cushioning for mast lifting & lowering

·  Smooth and fast acceleration

·  Safe and smooth EAB(Electric assisted brake)

·  4-Link suspension

  Smart Control
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PIN UP AWARD ‘Best of Best’
The PIN UP Award is an Korean design competition for industrial design.
Doosan 9 Series Reach Truck wins the 'Best of Best' award.

DIFFERENTIATED OPTIONS

SERVICEABILITY
·  Worldwide service network

·  Doosan genuine parts

·  Examine forklift program with ‘Easy view’

·  Design for easy maintenance

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
·  Turning speed control

·  Shaft type carriage

·  LED lights

·  Cold storage / Freezer (Option)

·  Hydraulic weight scale (Option)

·  Battery side draw kit (Option)

·  Front protector (Option)

·  Rear safety light (Option)

·  Rear safety bumper (Option)

·  ZF Transfer

·  Vulkollan tire

·  High strength cast steel guard for front leg

·  Swing locking system 

·  IP43 rated drive / pump motor

·  ISO3691 valve (Option)

·  Tilt locking valve (Option)
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Optimized Truck Control

New 9 Series reach truck enables stable mast operating by optimizing the 
control valve and mast cushioning.

4-Link suspension design has reduced shock and vibration significantly.
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Optimized lifting control

Lifting control is optimized by 
improving the control valve and 
system.
It provides precise control in micro 
control section and fast lifting in high 
speed control section.

Micro control section

High speed 

control section
High speed 

control section

Spool stroke

Micro control 
section

High speed 
control section

Li
ft
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Safe and smooth EAB 
(Electric assisted brake)

Fast deceleration in early stage and 
soft deceleration in later stage.
Braking is more safe and comfortable.

Time

Fast 
deceleration

Soft 
deceleration
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4-Link suspension

Suspension absorbs vibration 
& shocks and provides more 
comfortable driving regardless of 
the road surface condition.

Smooth and fast acceleration

Responsive and smooth acceleration in early stage.
Increase acceleration in mid & high speed for more productive operation.

Cushioning for mast lifting/
lowering

Minimize lifting/lowering impact.
- Reduce lifting speed at max. height.
- Apply cylinder cushioning at min. height.
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Outstanding Visibility

New 9 Series reach truck is designed to provide outstanding visibility.
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Front visibility.

Front visibility is maximized by arranging the hydraulic 
hose and chains neatly.

Top visibility.

Overhead guard bar thickness and arrangement are 
optimized to provide clear view.

Side visibility.

Reduced overhead guard leg width and asymmetric 
structure enhance the side visibility.
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Excellent Operator Convenience

Wide operating space and dashboard enable more comfortable and productive working 
environment.

1  Display with good visibility

Display visibility has improved.
It shows good visibility even outdoors.

2  Various convenience devices

Cup holder, Power jack(12V), USB 
port(5V), Clip board.

3  Entry grab bar

Handle on both sides enhance the 
stability when getting on/off.

4  Dual battery connector

Operator can connect the charger directly without 
disconnecting the side battery connector.

5  Low step height

Riding is easier by lowering the step height.
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6   Ergonomic control levers and 
armrest

With the ergonomically designed 
control levers and armrest, operator can 
control in a comfortable posture without 
interference.

7  Electric emergency switch

Vehicle can be restricted quickly by the 
electric emergency switch.

8  Versatile armrest 

It can be used both armrest and grab bar.
- Elbow pad during mast control.
- Grab bar during driving.

9  Adjustable backrest

Backrest height can be adjusted along 
with the operator’s preference.

10  Spacious operator compartment

Spacious operator compartment enables 
more comfortable operation.
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Differentiated options

With the distinctive options of Doosan, durability and reliability are guaranteed in a 
various applications.
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Swing locking system

It automatically locks the suspension 
while starting, turning, and mast 
operating to increase stability.
Thus it makes job more safe and 
comfortable during driving or cargo 
handling.

SWING LOCKING

IP43 rated enclosed motor

To ensure durability under various applications, 
IP43 rated drive / pump motors are installed as 
standard.

ZF Transfer

Durability has been greatly enhanced by 
adopting ZF transfer of Germany.
No need for additional oil change after first 50 
hours oil change.

Vulkollan tire

Extremely wear resistant Vulkollan tire ensures 
long lifetime even in harsh environments.

IP43

ISO3691 control valve (Option)

Tilt lock valve (Option)

When power off, mast lowering is 
restricted to ensure safety.

When power off, tilt descent is 
prevented to ensure safety.

High strength cast steel guard

The high strength cast steel structure 
is attached to the front of the leg.
It protects the tire from impact.

LOCK
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Additional features

A wide range of options ensures high productivity as well as safety in the workplace.
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Turning speed control

Hydraulic weight scale (Option)

Rear safety bumper (Option)

LED lights

Rear safety lights (Option)

Front protector (Option)

Shaft type carriage

Shaft type carriage (Option)

Battery side draw kit (Option)

Automatically controls the turning 
speed to prevent it from rollover.

Weighing simply by lifting cargo with 
hydraulic weight scale.
The weight measured is marked on 
the display.

A rubber bumper on the rear protects 
the frame from impact.

A brighter, longer-life led lamp 
provides better visibility.

To prevent accidents, a warning is 
given to pedestrians and other trucks 
by reflecting the blue light backward.

By applying front protector, operator 
is protected from external threats 
such as falling objects.

Easier and more convenient carriage 
position adjustment by shaft 
structure.

Choose frozen option along with your 
working environment.
- Cold storage : ~20°C
- Freezer : ~40°C

By applying rollers to the battery bed, 
you can easily replace the battery on 
the side direction.
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Doosan genuine parts
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Hydraulic tank

Easy access to hydraulic inlet and drain port.

Serviceability

Lift hose

Lift hose can be separated in 3-piece. It helps easy replacement.

Easy view

To examine the forklift and set the 
program with notebook only(without a 
special tool)

Easy access to electric parts

Major electric parts are concentrated 
for easy maintenance.
- Fuse box, Back-up alarm, CAN port

Removable middle plate

Middle plate can be separated 
independently, it makes 
maintenance easier.

Overhead guard

It can be removed independently without removing other parts.

Front cover

 By applying knob-bolt, it can be disassembled only by hand. 
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     Shelving

Full space utilisation of your
warehouse also means effective
use of steel and wire shelving.
Small parts and similar sized
materials can be stored
efficiently.

D    Bulk Storage

Bulk storage areas allow for 
storage of large quantities of a 
similar product. Lift trucks used 
are typically no wider than the 
product being stored.

B      Order picking

Order picking is the process of
fulfilling customer orders. The
product size, weight and storage
method will determine the
appropriate lift truck.

C     Transport

Transporting is the process of 
moving product from one point 
to another. Distance travelled  
manoeuvrability requirements 
and the need for multi-tasking 
play a critical role in determining 
product selection.

A      Rack Storage

Storage rack considerations
determine effective vertical
storage and product selectivity.
The type of lift truck chosen for
load handling will require specific
aisle width and rack layout
parameters.

F     Dock Work

Any application that requires
loading and unloading products
from a delivery vehicle and
staging them for further handling
is considered dock work. The
particular recommended dock
truck will depend on your specific
demands and the characteristics
of your shipping and receiving
areas.

E      Outdoor

Outdoor work can include 
tasks that require loading and 
unloading trucks and trailers, 
transporting loads and storing 
goods in racks and bulk 
locations. The surfaces may be 
improved but typically include 
rough terrain, gravel, pot holes, 
hills, and other obstacles.

H     Narrow-Aisle

Narrow aisles offer several
benefits by providing better
storage utilisation. Less space
is required for lift trucks to
operate, while productivity and
organisational efficiencies also
improve. Back-to-back racking
allows product to be stored two
deep.

G

A

H
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F

C
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The best proposal for
warehouse application

Doosan can provide you with the best
proposal for your warehouse operation, from
reach trucks to stackers, forklifts to pallet
trucks and much more. Please contact Doosan
to discuss your needs.
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MAJOR SPECIFICATION

Optimized truck control Excellent operator convenience

Load capacity kg 1250 1500 1800 2000 2500

Load center mm 500 500 500 500 500

Max. fork height with STD mast mm 3300 3300 3300 3000 3000

Length without forks mm 1625 1725 1875 1911 2081

Overall width mm 1110 1110 1110 1230 1230

Height of mast, lowered mm 2055 2055 2055 2045 2045

Height of mast, extended mm 4250 4250 4250 4055 4055

Height of overhead guard mm 2285 2285 2285 2285 2285

Turning radius mm 1495 1595 1745 1775 1945

Aisle width for pallets 1000x1200 long mm 2686 2718 2754 2829 2901 

Aisle width for pallets 800x1200 wide mm 2449 2503 2590 2642 2768

Travel speed, loaded/unloaded km/h 10.5/10.5 10.5/10.5 10.5/10.5 11.5/11.5 11.5/11.5

Lift speed, loaded/unloaded m/s 0.31/0.54 0.31/0.54 0.31/0.54 0.28/0.5 0.28/0.5

Lowering speed, loaded/unloaded m/s 0.5/0.45 0.5/0.45 0.5/0.45 0.5/0.45 0.5/0.45

Max. gradeability, laden/unladen % 15/- 15/- 15/- 11/- 11/-

Battery voltage/capacity at 5 hours rate V/Ah 48/230 48/280 48/280 48/335 48/335

Main Specifications

Standard Features and
Optional Extras

Responsive and precise control valve

Cushioning for mast lifting & lowering

Smooth and fast acceleration

Safe and smooth EAB(Electric assisted brake)

4-Link suspension

Low step height and grab bar for easy ride

Power socket, USB port, Cup holder, Clip board

Display with good visibility

Electric emergency switch

Dual battery connector

Outstanding front / top visibility

Adjustable backrest

Ergonomic control levers and armrest

Spacious operator compartment and dashboard

Optional extras

Standard features

BR13S-9 BR15S-9
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Differentiated options Additional features Serviceability

Load capacity kg 1250 1500 1800 2000 2500

Load center mm 500 500 500 500 500

Max. fork height with STD mast mm 3300 3300 3300 3000 3000

Length without forks mm 1625 1725 1875 1911 2081

Overall width mm 1110 1110 1110 1230 1230

Height of mast, lowered mm 2055 2055 2055 2045 2045

Height of mast, extended mm 4250 4250 4250 4055 4055

Height of overhead guard mm 2285 2285 2285 2285 2285

Turning radius mm 1495 1595 1745 1775 1945

Aisle width for pallets 1000x1200 long mm 2686 2718 2754 2829 2901 

Aisle width for pallets 800x1200 wide mm 2449 2503 2590 2642 2768

Travel speed, loaded/unloaded km/h 10.5/10.5 10.5/10.5 10.5/10.5 11.5/11.5 11.5/11.5

Lift speed, loaded/unloaded m/s 0.31/0.54 0.31/0.54 0.31/0.54 0.28/0.5 0.28/0.5

Lowering speed, loaded/unloaded m/s 0.5/0.45 0.5/0.45 0.5/0.45 0.5/0.45 0.5/0.45

Max. gradeability, laden/unladen % 15/- 15/- 15/- 11/- 11/-

Battery voltage/capacity at 5 hours rate V/Ah 48/230 48/280 48/280 48/335 48/335

ZF Transfer (No oil replacement)

Vulkollan tire*

Swing locking system

High strength cast steel guard for front leg

IP43 rated drive / pump motor

ISO3691 valve (Option)

Tilt locking valve (Option)

Turning speed control

Shaft type carriage

LED lights

Cold storage

Freezet

Hydraulic weight scale

Battery side draw kit

Front protector

Rear safety light

Rear safety bumper

Easyview program (Parameter tunning)

Easy access to electric parts

Easy access to hydraulic inlet

Easy removable outer cover 

3-Piece Lift hose

* BR20/25S : All Vulkollan tire as standard

* BR13/15/18S : Caster wheel=Vulkollan, Others=Rubber

BR15S-9 BR18S-9 BR20S-9 BR25S-9
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Authorized Dealer

Doosan Corporation Industrial Vehicle
Web site:www.doosan-iv.com

2018 April 

Production Subsidiary

Sales Subsidiary

Parts Depot Center

2019 November


